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The son of a poor Scottish handloom-weaver and the ninth child in a family of ten, Barrie became one of the theatre's most famous and prolific writers. *When a Man's Single* was his most notable novel, and in 1891, *The Little Minister* gave glimpses of the laughter and tears, the strangeness and the naughtiness of a writer who could be at once sentimental and impish. *The Professor's Love Story* (1894) established him as a successful playwright, and three years later, the play of *The Little Minister* made him a wealthy man. More novels, *Sentimental Tommy* and *Tommy and Grizel*, appeared around the turn of the century, and on December 27, 1904, at the Duke of York's Theatre in London, *Peter Pan* (or *The Boy Who Wouldn't Grow Up*) took the stage and has held it for over half a century.

At times, Barrie actually had as many as four successes running in London simultaneously, and over a dozen of his plays are in nearly continuous production around the world, including *The Little Minister*, *Peter Pan*, *The Admirable Crichton*, *Alice-Sit-By-The-Fire*, *What Every Woman Knows*, *The Twelve Pound Look*, *Dear Brutus* and *The Old Lady Shows Her Medals*. His life span was from 1860 to 1937, but the bridge of his career spanned the flow of momentous events without ever being shaken by them. It was the human heart, not people's fashions, alarms and excursions, that interested him.

With *Peter Pan*—the most fanciful of all his works—Barrie reached the pinnacle of his success, perhaps because he found his way nearest to our secret dreams and our dearest loves. As Barrie himself says in the stage directions at the opening of the Never Land scenes in *Peter Pan*: "Those of you who may have thought it wiser after all to begin this act in spectacles may now take them off. What you see is the Never Land. You have often half seen it before, or even three-quarters, after the night-lights were lit, and you might then have reached your coracle on it if you had not always at the great moment fallen asleep. I dare say you have chucked things on to it, the things you can't find in the morning. In the daytime you think the Never Land is only make-believe, and so it is to the likes of you, but this is the Never Land come true."

Barrie in his great moments was a stage magician. He could move his audience against the grain of their own reasoning and charm them with fanciful variations on a theme of deepest pessimism. He had a boyish delight in playing with the theatre—of creating theatrical effect. He played not only with the theatre but with ideas and most of his work reveals a mind queerly compounded of fancifulness, sentimentality and dry wit. In *Peter Pan*, childishness is not treated as something distinct from manhood, but childhood is dealt with as the core of all humanity. Barrie never saw life as anybody else has seen it; he revealed unsuspected shapes of beauty. He was something of a seer, and what he saw and showed is unlikely to fade out of memory.

In 1920, William Lyon Phelps wrote of *Peter Pan*: "This is no spring flower, or hothouse plant, it is a hardy perennial, and will delight thousands of spectators after we shall have all made our exit from the planet. It is one of the most profound, original and universal plays of our epoch. No London Christmas would be complete without it. It is just as appealing now as it was in 1904, and there is no reason why it should not produce the same effect in 2020. It is a rapture of children, the joy of old age; and it ought to take its place with *Robinson Crusoe*, *Gulliver's Travels*, *The Pied Piper* story and *Alice in Wonderland*." That prophetic note has not been falsified. The tale of *Peter Pan* and Wendy has become a childhood classic. Since its origin, the story has been retold by the author himself, as well as by many others. The original play of *Peter Pan* has been translated into nearly every civilized language and is produced in the theatres of almost every civilized country. The play has also seen several adaptations, including the Broadway musical, the Disney film and the recent television production. For countless children and adults—and the years are adding to their number—*Peter Pan* has become a friendly reminder of something that in this modern world we very easily might forget—for Peter is the unfettered spirit of childhood, which is, hopefully, still a part of us all.